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The first book of Dorotheus
from the stars on the judgments concerning nativities:
on the upbringing and condition [of the native]

In the name of God, the merciful and compassionate. May the lord be rich in compassion towards you.

This is the first book of Dorotheus the Egyptian, on the judgments concerning nativities. He chose it and selected it and picked it from the books which were before him, and he wrote it for his son Hermes.

He said to his son at the time of his testament: I shall relate to you, oh my son, and I shall explain to you so that you may depend on and be confident in your heart about what I shall show you of my work and words according to the stars which indicate for men what will pertain to them from the time of a native’s birth till his leaving the world, if God wills. I have traveled, oh my son, in many cities, and I have seen the wondrous things which are in Egypt and in Babylon, which is in the direction of the Euphrates. I collected the best of their sayings from the first [authorities] who were before me like the bees which gather [honey] from the trees and all kinds of plants; for from it there is the honey of medicine.

[I.1] A chapter. The knowledge of the seven in longitude and latitude, and the triplicities of the signs and their lords.

Always, my son, before everything [else] understand the seven [planets] in longitude and latitude, divide the four cardines by their degrees, and know with this the triplicities of the signs. As for the triplicities: Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius are a triplicity; Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn are a triplicity; Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius are a triplicity; and Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces are a triplicity. Know the lords of the triplicities of the signs: the lords of the triplicity of Aries by day are the Sun, then Jupiter, then Saturn, by night Jupiter, then the Sun, then Saturn; the lords of the triplicity of Taurus by day are Venus, then the Moon, then Mars, by night the Moon, then Venus, ...

Then Mars, and in Virgo is also a share for Mercury; the lords of the triplicity of Gemini by day are Saturn, then Mercury, then Jupiter, by night Mercury, then Saturn, then Jupiter; the lords of the triplicity of Cancer by day are Venus, then Mars, then the Moon, by night Mars, then Venus, then the Moon. I tell you that everything which is decided or indicated is from the lords of the triplicities, and as for everything of afflictions and distress which reaches the people of the world and the totality of men, the lords of the triplicities decide it, in an eclipse of the Sun or Moon in which they indicate the things which happen and for how long it will be and of what kind it will be. If the Sun is eclipsed, its eclipse is for two hours and each hour is a year; as for what an eclipse of the Moon indicates when its eclipse is for two hours, each hour is a month. If the Sun is eclipsed in Aries, I say that this distress and affliction is among sheep; if it is in Sagittarius, I say it is among work-horses and horses; if it is in Leo, I say it is among lions; and similarly is it said in all the sorts of signs.

I know, oh my son, to which of the seven [planets] each sign belongs, and I understand the signs crooked in rising and straight in rising. Know the houses of the planets: Cancer is the house of the Moon, Leo the house of the Sun, Capricorn and Aquarius the houses of Saturn, Sagittarius and Pisces the houses of Jupiter, Aries and Scorpio the houses of Mars, Taurus and Libra the houses of Venus, and Gemini and Virgo the houses of Mercury. Saturn rejoices arriving at Aquarius, Jupiter in Sagittarius, Mars in Scorpio, Venus in Taurus, and Mercury in Virgo.


The ascent of the Sun, which is its exaltation, is in nineteen degrees of Aries, of the Moon in three degrees of Taurus, of Saturn in twenty-one degrees of Libra, of Jupiter in fifteen degrees of Cancer, of Mars in twenty-eight degrees of Capricorn, of Venus in twenty-seven degrees of Pisces, and of Mercury in fifteen degrees of Virgo. The descent of each one of them is opposite to its ascent.
[I.3] A chapter. Judgment about the case of the native or his difficulty to his mother.

If a woman gives birth, if the native is a male and you find the Sun and the Moon and the ascendant in male signs, then the native of his ...

p.163] birth escapes what frightens him, and trouble does not strike his mother nor does misfortune. If the native is female and you find the Sun and the Moon in female signs and the ascendant also a female sign, [it happens] similarly; and so speak about the goodness of her giving birth and of her deliverance. But if it is contrary to what I say it indicates misery and death, then especially when you find Saturn, [who is] difficult [and] slow, in a cardine [which is] a female sign because it is more intense for its power with respect to evil and misfortune of birth. If you find Mars in a cardine, and especially in a female sign, say that the woman will give birth heedless of what is happening, and giving birth will not be unbearable for her because Mars begins to cut, and sometimes [the time] comes upon her in the bath or on the road or like this. Look concerning the signs [which are] straight in rising and [which are] crooked. If you find the Moon in [those] crooked in rising and in the aspect of the malefics, there is no good for the woman who is wretched in this indication. If you find both malefic [planets] in signs [which are] crooked in rising and the Moon in a cardine aspecting them, it indicates injury and misfortune [for] the woman. Similarly, if you find the malefic [planets], both of them, in a cardine and the two luminaries, which are the Sun and the Moon, not aspecting the ascendant, this is an indication of evil [for] the woman.


Now I will tell you the matter of the upbringing. Take care that you are not afraid nor interrupt your expectation from the native because you find a malefic for him in a cardine because you desire that the first, second, and third lords of the triplicity of the ascendant aspect. If you find one of them in its term and a cardine or in what is equivalent to this from among the places in which they are strong, then this increases his life, if God wishes, and strengthens him. If the three of them are together in strong places, it is best. If two of them are in a strong place, then the strength in their indication is complete, and this is better if the first of them is in a good place. If they are together in one strong place from quartile or trine and one of them aspects the other, this indication is best. If they also aspect one of the two luminaries, this is stronger for them.

p.164] If you find Saturn or Mars or both of them in the ascendant and the lords of the triplicity of the ascendant in places in which they are strengthened and not under the rays of the Sun but coming out in their light, decree for him upbringing. But if you find the lord of the triplicity of the ascendant in a sign of misfortune, either the sixth or the third, make use of the lord of the triplicity of the lot of fortune. If you find it aspecting the lot of fortune or in a good place and aspecting the Sun by day or the Moon by night, it is good. If you find Jupiter in the ascendant or in the triplicity of the ascendant or in what follows the cardine of the ascendant, then he will be brought up. If you find the Moon and Mercury together in the ascendant and Jupiter in the cardine of the earth, it indicates life, if God - He is exalted! - wishes. If you find Saturn and Mercury and Jupiter by day in the cardines, they indicate the goodness of the upbringing. If you find Saturn by day in a cardine and in his own triplicity, he will be brought up, if God wishes.


Keep what I tell you of the places and the superiority of one of them over another in power. So the best of the places is the ascendant, then the midheaven, then what follows the midheaven, which is the eleventh from the ascendant, then the opposite to this eleventh place from the ascendant, which is the fifth from the ascendant which is called the house of the child, then the opposite to the ascendant, which is the sign of marriage, then the cardine of the earth, then the ninth place from the ascendant. Thus these are seven places which are preferred to the places which are not recognized as good: the third from the ascendant because it is said that it is the place of the joy of the Moon, and the second from the ascendant, then the eighth from the ascendant, which is the sign of death. Of these places which I told you, the first is the strongest. There remain equal to this two places which are the worst of the worst, and they are the sixth and the twelfth.

Now I will tell you the power of the seven planets. Each planet is benefic when it is in its house or in its triplicity or its exaltation so that what it indicates of good is strong, increasing. A malefic also, if it is in its own place, its evil becomes lighter and decreases. Say how ...

p.165] Saturn harms one who is born by day and Mars one who is born at night - then especially if Mars is in a feminine sign and Saturn in a masculine sign. They are better if they are in one of their dignities. The planets, if they are under the rays of the Sun towards the west, their power disappears and they have no power. If it is retrograde in motion, there is difficulty [and] misfortune in the natives and others.

[I.7] A chapter. The upbringning of natives, and for whom there will be an upbringning or for whom an upbringning will not be known.

Now I will tell you the matter of natives, and for whom there will be a good upbringning and for whom an upbringning will not be known. This is known from what I wrote for you without trouble and without pain. Look concerning this at the seven places [about] which I informed you that they are the strongest of them - the four cardines, the triplicity of the ascendent, and the eleventh place. If the nativity is diurnal and you find diurnal planets in one of these places, he will be brought up. If the nativity is nocturnal and nocturnal planets are in one of these places, it indicates similarly concerning the matter of upbringning. If a benefic is in one of these places, it is beneficial. If you find a planet [such that there are] fifteen degrees between it and the ascendent, then, even if it is in the second sign from the ascendent, reckon its power as if it were in the ascendent. But if it goes beyond this, it has no strength in the ascendent and it is an indication of those who will have no upbringning. If you find the lord of the triplicity of the ascendent eclipsed under the rays of the Sun or in a bad place, this indicates a diminution of life, and especially if with this first lord of the triplicity of the ascendent is also the second. There is no good for the native in the matter of his upbringning if Saturn and Mars strike the Moon, then especially when the Moon is in a cardine and one of the two malefics aspects it from opposition and the degrees of the ascendent from the degree. This is the indication of ruin, and retain this. If the Moon is in the seventh place from the ascendent free from the benefics and a malefic is in one of the cardines, then the women give birth to what has no escape from ruin. Similarly if the Moon is in the cardine of the earth and Saturn and Mars aspect from opposition or are with it, this is a corrupting indication for the upbringning. If the Moon is as I told you and is in its own triplicity and the benefics aspect the malefics from trine, he is not ruined but he is brought up in ...

p.166] another house than his parents' because he is expelled and is brought up in the house of strangers, and sometimes he will be a slave and will be employed and will be miserable.

I will tell you which of them and to whom it happens concerning slavery and that they are cast out. But however it is, if you find the Moon between the two malefics [and] one of the malefics casts its rays upon it, then the livelihood of the native is little. If the Moon with this is decreasing in its light, it indicates fate and shortness of life. If you find a benefic with this it indicates his escape from what I told you, but if it is a malefic ruin. If you find the Moon with a malefic in a cardine or what follows a cardine and benefics aspect it, the native will be brought up but his parents [will cast him out]. If you want to know which of them will desire this, if you find the Sun aspecting the malefics say that his father favors his expulsion and believes in him a belief of misfortune. If you find the Moon injured, his mother favors and desires this. If you find the Moon and the Sun both injured, he departs from his house learning from his parents who they are. If you find Mars by day in a cardine or in what follows a cardine in opposition to the Moon, and the Moon in another than its own house and not its place, or aspecting the Sun similarly, the native is cast out while he is young. Similarly say thus if you find Saturn in a nocturnal nativity aspecting the Sun and the Moon.

If you find one of the two malefics in the ascendent and the other opposite to it and the Moon in the midheaven or in the seventh sign, the native has no upbringning. If you find the Moon in a term of the malefics and a malefic in a cardine and the Moon not aspected by the benefics, there is calamity for...
him. It does not stop unless they aspect the lord of the triplicity of the Sun in a diurnal nativity and the lord of the triplicity of the Moon in a nocturnal nativity because these two indicate upbringing and other than that because a benefic, if it aspects a malefic, removes its evil. If we do not find for the native one benefic in a cardine and not [in] the sign of fortune and not in the triplicity of the ascendent and the malefics aspect the Sun and the Moon and the conjunction and the fullness [of the Moon], all of this is an evil indication, and this is also a misfortune if it [the Moon] is injured, and worse if the Moon and Venus are both injured as Venus and the Moon indicate the matter of his mother. If it is thus, it indicates injury to his condition and injury to the condition of his mother unless we find a … p.167] benefic aspecting the ascendent and the Moon as the ascendent indicates the native and the Moon and Venus his mother.

[I.8] A chapter. Knowledge of the masculine and feminine "hours" of the nativity.

Know the masculine and feminine "hours" as, if the Moon is in a masculine dodecatemorion, he [the native] is masculine. If the Sun and the ascendent and the Moon are in masculine signs, then, even if the "hour" of the nativity is double [i.e., even], males are born in it. If the Sun is in the ascendent in a masculine sign and the "hour" is double, males are born in it. If the ascendent is a two-bodied sign and is masculine and a masculine planet is in it, then, even if the "hour" of the nativity is double, males are born in it. If you find a masculine planet in the ascendent and another masculine [planet] in the seventh sign and the "hour" is double, males are born in it. If the Moon is in a masculine sign and the Sun also is in a masculine sign and the ascendent is what it is and the lord of the ascendent is Jupiter, similarly males are born. Count the dodecatemoria according to this manner: in a masculine sign two and a half "days" [i.e., degrees] masculine and two and a half "days" feminine, and in a feminine sign: two and a half "days" feminine and two and a half "days" masculine.


Look concerning the matters of bringing up at the lot of fortune and the lot of the demon. If you find the Moon with one of them or aspecting them in trine, this is a good indication in the matter of bringing up, and this is an indicator of the beauty of his face and the perfection of his limbs and the sprouting of his teeth without discomfort. If the Moon is free from these two, say the contrary to what I said.

[I.10] A chapter. Knowledge of what indicates whether the native and his mother are slaves or free.

If you want to know whether the native is a slave or free, look first thing at the Moon. If you find the Moon in the twelfth or in the sixth [place] and the lord of the triplicity of this sign is not in a good place, then the native is a slave. If you find with this the first lord of the triplicity of the Moon or its participant by night and the first and the … p.168] second lords of the triplicity of the Sun by day in a good place, this indicates that the native is born from free [parents] but according to this his parents are poor. If you find the Moon in the degrees of the end of the sign, his mother is bad in descent unless Jupiter is with it. If a sign other than his sign is bad, the misery is removed. If you find Venus with the Moon in its [Venus’] house, it indicates the disappearance of the evil. If you find a malefic in his cardine and you find Mars by day or Saturn by night aspecting the Sun or the Moon without the aspect of Jupiter, the reputation of the free will leave the native and he will be a servant. It is worse than this if the Moon is in a feminine sign, and [even] worse than this if Venus is injured. Look: if you find the Sun and Saturn in the sixth or twelfth or eighth or fourth [place], judge for his father misfortune in his condition. If you find the Sun and the Moon in term[s] of the benefics and [in] the aspect of the lords of their houses, judge goodness in the condition of his parents, and length of their survival and goodness of their house. It is better than this if the Sun or the Moon is lord of the lot of fortune or is in a cardine. But if you find the Moon in a cardine or in what follows a cardine [and] supervising it one of the malefics, it will strike him even if he is free. His descent is destroyed if [one] malefic is with the Moon and the other supervises it. Similarly, if you find the Moon when the nativity is nocturnal in the seventh or fourth sign in the
aspect of the malefics, judge for him destitution and slavery and difficulty in livelihood. If you find
the lot of fortune in the sixth or twelfth [place], this is an indicator of service. If you find the lord of
the lot of fortune in the sixth or twelfth [place and] not in its term, it indicates [some-thing] similar to
this. If you find the Moon when the nativity is nocturnal in a masculine sign while the ascendent is
feminine, or the Sun in a diurnal nativity is in a feminine sign while the ascendent is masculine, the
native is like a slave. You want to look at the term[s] of the Sun and the Moon and the ascendent, so
that it is known whether the lord of the term is masculine or feminine (the feminine planets are Saturn,
Venus, and the Moon, the masculine ones the Sun, Jupiter, and Mars). If you find the Moon with the
malefics free from the benefics, it indicates slavery. If you find a malefic in a cardine or Mars is
aspecting the Moon while the Moon is coming into conjunction with Saturn or the reverse, it indicates
that the native is a slave. If you find the Moon at the end of a sign and in the aspect of Saturn or ...

 If Jupiter or Venus aspect the Moon with this, he is born [but] then he grows up in the house of
strangers. If you find the lord of the triplicity of the ascendent cadent and you find the Moon [with] a
malefic opposing it and the Sun in an evil place, the native's parents are slaves.

 I command you, concerning the one who is born in a conjunction, to see that you observe the
degree of the conjunction so that it is known which is the lord of the triplicity of this sign, and
[concerning] one whose nativity occurs in the fullness [of the Moon] so that there is known the lord
of the triplicity of the sign in which the fullness occurred. You look at these two signs [and] which
[planet] aspects them. If you find the first lord of the triplicity in an evil place and the second in a
good place, these will release him from slavery to manumission. If you find the first lord of the
triplicity in a good place and the second in an evil place, say that he is free in the beginning of his age
and at the end of his life poverty and contempt and service will come to him. The evil places are the
sixth, the twelfth, the eighth, and the third except that the Moon rejoices at its arrival in the third. If
you find the first and second lords of the triplicities of the conjunction and the fullness [of the Moon]
in an evil place, the one who is born in this does not cease being a slave or a servant from the
beginning of his life till the end of his life. If both of them are in a good place, he is free from the
beginning of his life till the end of his life. If you find a malefic in the sign of the conjunction or of the
fullness [of the Moon] and you find another malefic aspecting it, he will experience his fate and evil
will overcome him. If you find the lord of the term of that degree in which the conjunction or the
fullness [of the Moon] is in an evil place or in the seventh sign or the fourth from the ascendent, it
indicates slavery and poverty. But if a benefic planet is aspecting it and the lord of this term is in a
good place when the conjunction or fullness [of the Moon] is in an evil place and [in] the aspect of
the malefics, then the father of the native is of noble birth and his mother is bad in her lineage.

 If you find Jupiter in the nativity of a slave in a cardine in any sign except Capricorn, [whether]
you find it with malefics or with benefics, it indicates his manumission and escape from slavery. If
Jupiter aspects the Moon from wherever it aspects or is uninjured, the pains …

of slavery are completely loosened for him. If in the birth of a slave Venus is in a cardine without the
aspect of the malefics, this is an indicator of manumission. If you find Venus also with the Moon in the
seventh [place], it informs [you] about his escape from slavery. If you find the Sun and Mercury and
the Moon in cardines or you find the Sun and the Moon in one [and the same] triplicity, they indicate
manumission. If you find the Moon in Taurus or in Cancer when they are cardines, without the aspect
of the malefics or in the aspect of the malefics and the benefics together, he is freed from slavery. He
who is born when Jupiter is with the lot of fortune or in quartile from it, the misery of slavery will
depart from him. But if Jupiter aspects the lot of fortune and they are both in evil places, this indicates
that he will be manumitted but he will not escape from servitude which is like slavery. He who is born
while Jupiter is in the eighth sign from the ascendent or the second, as for him it indicates what is like
slavery. If it is in the sixth or twelfth, it is more evil and worse.
A chapter. The knowledge of how many will own the native if he is a slave.

If you wish to know how many will own the native if he is a slave, look in the day-time from the Sun to the lord of the triplicity of the lot of fortune, then [at] whatever of the planets is between these two, and count these planets as rulers. If the nativity is nocturnal, [look] from the Moon to the lot of fortune, then [at] whatever of the planets is between these two, and then the number of these is ruling. Look, and if you find the Moon above the earth, then you count what is between the sign of slaves, which is the sixth place, to the twelfth place, and then whatever of the planets is between these two, that is the ruling number. If the Moon is under the earth, then mark off from the twelfth sign to the sixth [and proceed] as I told you. Whatever planet you find in a sign having two bodies, double it. If you wish to know how many will own his father, then mark off from the Sun to the lord of its [the Sun's] triplicity, and whatever of the planets is between these two, that is the number which will own him. Mark off from the Moon to the lord of the triplicity of the Moon for his mother.

A chapter. Consideration concerning the upbringing of the native, his condition, and his livelihood.

It is necessary also to look at the sign which the Moon enters on the third day from the birth of the native as you will know this from the place [of the Moon] and the lord of [its] exaltation and which [planet] is associated with it and from its lord and from the planet aspecting it. It indicates the native because, if benefics aspect this sign, it indicates first thing the goodness of [his] upbringing and [his] good fortune. If it is evil and malefics aspect it, it indicates his misery. Look also at the lord of the house of the Moon on the third day, and mark it off, but if you find it in a good place shining in its light or benefics aspecting it, then the native is middling in condition and livelihood, and he is in this neither happy nor destitute. If it is different, then this is misery. If you find the dodecatermorion of the Moon with malefics or they aspect it, then this is an indication of misfortune for the native. If you find the Moon void of all the planets, [and] none of them aspects it, and none is in the ascendent or aspecting the ascendent, then this native is void of good in livelihood, possesses pain and hardship in the pursuit of what he needs. If you find the Moon increasing and Mars aspecting it from opposition or quartile or [Mars] is with it, or [if] it [the Moon] is decreasing and Saturn is aspecting it, then there is no good for him in [his] livelihood. If the Moon is increasing in the direction of North, he attains good at the end of his life, and if it is cutting from the direction of the South to the direction of the North and is ascending, then he attains good at the beginning of his life and at its end. Know that the Moon is best of all if it is increasing, rising in the sphere of heaven toward the North. This is an indication of prosperity and manly virtue for the native.

Look at the tenth place from the Moon; if you find a benefic in it, it indicates splendor and good for the native, but if a malefic is there, a diminution of this and injury. If the Moon is injured and Saturn is in the tenth from it, it indicates misery and misfortune. If the malefic is in other than its house and its place is not on this side, this is an indication of great harm, but if a benefic is in the tenth from the Moon in its own place, then this native attains wealth and gains in right and honesty.

If you wish to consider the parents of the native, look for his father ...

P.172] from the Sun and the lord of its triplicity because from these planet[s] are known the lineage of his father and his livelihood [respectively]. If you find the lord of the triplicity, [whether] benefic or malefic, in a good place, and the Sun also strong in its place, then this is an indicator of wealth and praise and fame for his father. If the Sun is in the terms of the benefics, then it is better, and it indicates with this that the native will inherit this from his father. But if you find with the lord of the triplicity a malefic, it indicates a decrease in the property of his father and injuries and calamity. If you find the Sun and the lord of its triplicity in bad place[s], then this indicates that his father is not noble and poverty and necessity have overtaken him. If you find the Sun in a good place and the lord of its triplicity cadent, then this indicates that his father is noble, but he will not keep his property and his honor because the Sun's indication is thus. If you find with this the Sun in the terms of malefics, say that his father has no splendor because [this is] an indication of service for him. If with this the malefic aspects the Sun, you will find illness, putrefaction in his father. If with this you find...
the Sun in a bad place and the lord of its triplicity in a good place, then say that the father of this native increases the good, and they are elevated afterwards over those whom they meet of equal position. If you find the first lord of the triplicity of the Sun in a strong place and the second is in a bad place, then his father at the beginning of his birth attains goodness of condition, but this does not persist till the end, and if it is the opposite, then reverse it.

Look concerning the matter of his mother from the Moon and, in lineage, from its place and its term and its right side and its left side and from its place in the South and its position relative to the ascending node and the descending node because, if you find it descending toward the South or in an eclipse or in [its] dejection or in the terms of the malefics, then all of this is bad for his mother, then especially if the malefics aspect it. If you find the Moon in the term[s] of the benefics descending toward the South or in a constellation with what I told you of its malefic or its dejection, then his mother is noble, but ignominy and disdain and humiliation have struck her. If you find the Moon in the cardine under the earth, then a chronic illness will strike his mother or his mother will be harmed in [her] reputation. And especially if the Moon is in the cardine of the West or in the cardine under the earth in the term[s] of the malefics and the lord of ...

p.173] its house is cadent, then the livelihood of his mother is in slavery. If you find the Moon in a cardine and it is in quartile of Saturn or Mars or [in] opposition to these two or conjoining with them, then his mother will die a terrible death.

If you find the Sun, and the lord of its triplicity is in a bad place, [its] dejection, in other than its [the Sun's] sign, then it indicates death in a terrible place for his father. If with this the malefics aspect it from quartile or opposition or are with it, all the property of his father and his mother will be squandered. If [the nativity] is in the daytime and the Moon and the lords of its triplicity are in a bad place while the Sun and the lords of its triplicity are in a good place, then this is something with respect to his mother and her end, and similarly in a nocturnal nativity. If the Sun is in the place of the Moon, it indicates the father in a diurnal nativity. If you find the Sun and the lord of the triplicity of the Sun in a cadent sign in a bad position, then judge for the native and his father affliction and misery, and [that] sometimes his father will desire his expulsion and his ousting from his house, and his nursing will not reach weaning at the whim of his father till the time he is cut off, because in a diurnal nativity the Sun and the lords of its triplicity indicate the father, and the Moon and the lords of its triplicity [indicate] the matter of the native and of the mother. If you find the Moon and the lords of its triplicity in a nocturnal nativity in a bad place, then it indicates misfortune in the condition of the mother and the native, and so on. Say in a diurnal nativity that the Sun and the lords of its triplicity indicate the matter of his father and his end, and so the Moon in a diurnal nativity indicates the matter of his mother. If you find the Sun and the Moon and the lords of its [the Sun's] triplicity in a bad place, then judge for these two together what is mightier than he has strength for of misery, and little livelihood, and with this that the native will not be brought up, but will be harmed by his parents, but if you find one of the benefics in a cardine, this misery is withheld from him until a rotation of that planet which is in his cardine has passed. If you find the Sun shining in a good place and the aspect of the malefics while the benefics aspect, this indicates his father's doubting in what there is in him of property and wealth, but it indicates also the diminution of the property of the native. If you find the Moon thus, say [the same] about the matter of his mother. It is worse than this if the lord of the cardine, the fourth, ...

p.174] is injured because it is the indicator of the matter of the parents. If you find the Sun in a cadent and the malefics aspect, it indicates the slavery of his father, and if the Moon is thus it indicates the slavery of his mother and their poverty and their need for nourishment day by day. If with this you find the lord of the ascendent cadent like this, then the native is not brought up out of misery and expulsion because he is a slave or a pauper or one in need of nourishment.


Do not leave aside the consideration concerning the lot of fathers and so on. Calculate it by day from the degree of the Sun to the degree in which Saturn is, and by night from Saturn to the Sun, and
add to it the degrees of the ascendent [by day] and subtract it from the ascendent [by night] thirty [degrees at a time], and look where its lord is situated. If you find its lord in a good place, it indicates the good of his father, and the condition of his father is known by means of the fate of its [the lord’s] location. Prevent that it be the sixth or the eighth or the third or the twelfth as these four places are bad. From it [the lord] is also known the character of the father. If you find Saturn under the rays of the Sun, then mark off the lot of the father from Mars to Jupiter, and add to it the degrees of the ascendent [by day] or subtract it as you subtracted previously; then [you find] the lot of the father. Look from the lord of the sign in which the lot of the father is, and if you find it aspecting the lot or you find the lord of the lot in what follows its own house, or [if] the lord of the sign opposite the sign of the lot is aspecting the lot, then the native is summoned to [someone] other than his father.


Calculate the lot of the mother in a nocturnal birth from the Moon to Venus and in the daytime from Venus to the Moon, and add to it the degrees of the ascendent [by night] or subtract [it] from the ascendent [by day] thirty [degrees at a time]; wherever it ends, there is the lot of the mother. If you find the Sun and the Moon in tropical signs, and the ascendent is a tropical sign, then the parents of this native are not from one race, and especially if the malefics aspect them or are with them or in quartile of them or in opposition. It is also thus if you find one of the two luminaries not …

p.175] aspecting the other and not aspecting the ascendent, or [if] one of the two is under the earth and the other above the earth with the malefics, or [if] the ascendent is a tropical sign in which there are more planets than one, and especially if these planets are malefic and one of the two luminaries is with them, as it is an indicator that his parents are not from one race. If you find the Sun in the seventh sign, it indicates the separation of his parents, one of the two from his companion. If with this it [the Sun] is in the term[s] of the malefics, it indicates the squandering of his father’s property. If you find the Moon in this position, then say [something] like this concerning his mother. If you find Mars and Saturn with the Sun or in quartile to it [the Sun] or opposition without the aspect of the benefics, it indicates the squandering of his father’s property and its dispersal. If you find the Moon in this position which I described, this is concerning his mother, and his parents are separated, one of the two from his companion, in the youth of the native, in life or [in] death, so that he is not about by mistake to become an orphan - and sometimes he is a needy orphan. If you find Saturn in a cardine (and this is worst if it is in the cardine [which is] the seventh) without the aspect of Jupiter, while Jupiter is cadent, then this indicates the separation of his parents. Say similarly if you find Mars in a cardine without Venus. If you find one of the two luminaries cadent from the sign of the West [and] the other opposes it from the twelfth, then this also is an indicator of the separation of his parents. If you find both luminaries in one of the two places which I mentioned, and the two of them are together in one place and the conjunction is in it, then it is an indicator of the separation of his parents. Similarly it indicates the separation of his parents if you find the lot of the father and [that] of the mother together in one place. The aspect of the malefics also indicates separation from his parents. Similarly [does it happen] also in a nativity in which one of the two luminaries does not aspect the other or the ascendent. If you find the two lots, each one of them, in a sign at its term[s], and the malefics are also injuring them from the sign, then this is an indicator of the destruction of what is between the parents.

Look at the cardine, the fourth. If you find Venus and the Moon aspecting the cardine, the fourth, then predict regarding his mother an increase of good and a goodness of condition. If you find the Sun and Jupiter and Saturn are opposite the house of the father, it indicates …

p.176] praise of the father and the goodness of his condition. If they aspect together, then judge for his two parents together good fortune and wealth and fame. If you find Mars and Saturn aspecting the cardine, the fourth, in opposition to it or in quartile or [if] they are in it without the benefics, then predict concerning his parents misfortune and misery and slavery. If the position of the Moon is in the cardine, the fourth, then predict regarding his mother the aggregate of this evil, but if the position of the Sun [is in it], then regarding his father.
[I.15] A chapter. Knowledge of the death of the parents of the native, one of the two before his companion.

If you wish to know which of his parents will die before his companion, then look at the lots of these two; that in which the malefics are or which they aspect from opposition or quartile, that is the one who will die first. If you find Mars in quartile to the Sun on the left side, then say that his father will die before his mother so that she will become a widow. If you find Mars in the second sign from the Sun, then similarly [will it happen]; say also: if you find the Sun in quartile with a malefic or in opposition to a strong malefic, then his father is dead. If you find the Moon approximately as I told you about the Sun, then predict concerning his mother in the way you predicted concerning the father. If you find the malefics aspecting both of the lots but [the two lots] not aspecting any of them [the malefics], then look after this at the two luminaries, which of them more quickly will enter the cardine under the earth - not by the proper motion of the stars, but [by] the rotation of the sphere. If you find [that] the Sun will precede [the Moon] to that place, then his father will die first; but if the Moon is quicker to that place, then the mother [will]. If you find the two luminaries, both of them, injured from opposition or quartile, then look from the conjunction or the fullness [of the Moon] as this will indicate to you whatever of that you wish. If you find the Sun under the earth and the malefics aspect the ascendent, then his father will die first. If the Moon is in this position, then the mother [will die first]. Look also at the conjunction of the Moon. If you find Saturn in opposition to Mars or [if] you find Mars in right quartile from Saturn, then this is an indicator of the destruction of his father's property. As for the time of death of these two, that is made clear from the lot. If Saturn transits that lot and ...

p.177] Jupiter is in a cardine, then predict thereupon [that] the native will inherit his father's wealth at his [the father's] death. If Saturn and Mars transit the sign in which the two luminaries are, then it indicates the death of them both.

[I.16] A chapter. Knowledge of whether the native will inherit his parents' property or not.

If you wish to know whether or not his father's property will reach him, look at his father's property from the Sun and Saturn by day. If you find them both in a place good in luck for them, then this is an indicator that his father's property will reach him and of [his] holding on to it. If Mars does not aspect from quartile and is not with the Sun, you will succeed [when you predict thus] because Mars is an indicator of the squandering of property. But if you find the benefics aspecting the Sun and Saturn or the Sun alone, then he will inherit his father's property and will hold on to it. But if this is reversed, and you find Mars in a cardine, and especially by day if Saturn is not in his dejection, then he will waste the property of his father during his father's lifetime and after his death. If you also find the Sun in the sixth or the twelfth, then similarly it indicates the loss of his father's property. If with this Jupiter aspects, the grief which strikes him because of the property will be diminished.

Look concerning the mother's property from Venus and the Moon and from their lords because if these two are in the West in a bad place and the Sun also is in a cadent, and [its] rays do not relieve these two nor the bad place, then predict that the native is from poor [and] needy [parents] and [that he himself] is needy. If you find the lord of the lot of the father in a bad place and a malefic aspects from the fourth or the seventh, then his father will die a terrible death. If you find the lord of the lot of the father in a bad place while the lord of the Sun and the Sun are not aspecting the ascendent, this indicates a terrible death for his father. If you find Jupiter overcoming Saturn, it indicates miseries of the father because of his son. If you find Saturn in opposition to Jupiter, it indicates misery and misfortune in what is between son and father. But if you find Saturn in the triplicity of Jupiter, it indicates the love of son and father and with this the seeking of affection, and that the son will inherit the property of his father.
p.178] [I.17] A chapter. Knowledge of how many will be born to the mother of the native.

If you wish to know how many will be born to his mother before she bears [them], then look at the ascendant and at the lord[s] of its triplicity, and consider which lord of its triplicity is the stronger. If you find the stronger of these two in the ascendant, then say that this child is the first, if you find it in midheaven, then say he is the fourth or the first, and if you find it in the seventh, then say he is the seventh or the first because the cardines indicate the beginning. If [the two lords] are in cadents, then sometimes nothing is allotted. If [the two lords] are in the vicinity of the left side from the ascendent under the earth, then mark off from it to the ascendent, and from it it will be clear to you how many were born before him. If you find a malefic between this [and the ascendent], then say that he is a miscarried fetus or one having a [birth] mark or a defect. If you find a benefic [there], then say that there will be more than that number which you predicted if that benefic is direct in [its] motion [and] is brilliant in its light. If you find the lord of the triplicity above the earth, then count from the ascendent to it, and the rest of the consideration is as I wrote for you; he who considers [correctly] is a master. If you don’t find a malefic or a benefic in what is between the ascendent and the midheaven, say that this [native] is the first-born, but if he is not the first-born, then the one who is before him will not be counted and there is no good in him, [but he is] a miscarried fetus or [something] like that, or it indicates the death of the one who is before him. If you find a malefic in what is between that [ascendent and midheaven], then say that there is no use in him who is before him, and he will die. Look from the ascendent to the cardine under the earth; if you find a planet in what is between that [ascendent and cardine], then say that a child will be born to his mother. If that planet is a malefic, it indicates the death of him who is after him [the native]. If you then find nothing, then say that there is none who is [born] from his mother after him.


I am showing you the matter of brothers: know that he for whom the Moon is in Leo or Sagittarius or whose ascendent is one of these …

p.179] two signs will have few brothers. If you find Mercury in a term of Mars aspecting the Moon or the ascendent, then this is harmful to the brothers. Whoever has Scorpio or Cancer or Pisces for his ascendent, know that his mother will bear numerous children.


If you wish to compute the lot of brothers, count from the degree of Saturn to Jupiter and add to it the degrees of the ascendent [by day] and subtract it from the ascendent [by night]; wherever it comes to, then [there is] the lot of brothers. If you find a planet in it or aspecting it, then from this the matter of brothers will be made clear to you. If the lot happens to be in a sterile sign, then there is no good in his brothers (sterile are Leo, Virgo, Capricorn, and Aquarius, while great in number are Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces because some of them are signs of water and the rest of them keep the middle). If you find Jupiter and Venus aspecting the lot of brothers, then it is a good indication in the matter of brothers. If they aspect from quartile, then according to that they are beneficial. If you find Mars and Saturn aspecting the lot from quartile or opposition, then this will injure the brothers and diminish them, and sometimes their death will be seen. But if the malefics aspect from trine, then there is no great calamity for them


If you wish to know what of love and other than that there is between him [the native] and his brothers, then look from the lord of the lot of brothers. If its lord aspects it from trine, it indicates love between them, and if it aspects from quartile, it indicates a medium amount of that love. If you find it in opposition to the lot, then it is an indicator of enmity and separation. If it [the lord] does not aspect it [the lot], it indicates the estrangement of one of them from the other.

Count from the degree in which Mercury is to Jupiter, and add to it the degrees of the ascendent [by day] or subtract it from the ascendent thirty [degrees at a time] [by night]. Whenever the counting comes to an end, look at the number of planets which aspect that place, and in their number will he have brothers. Whenever Venus and Mercury ...

p.180] aspect [that place] from a good place, then if the sign is feminine they are feminine, but if the sign is masculine they are masculine. If one of these two is in a masculine sign and the other in a feminine sign, then the brothers are feminine and masculine. If those planets which aspect the lot are in bad places, then it indicates [that] the brothers [have] no good in them or have sicknesses, or [that] there is enmity between them, and bad and evil [are their] opinion and thought [of each other]. If you find Saturn and Mars and the Moon and the Sun in houses not their own, then they indicate the loss of the brothers. If you find some of them in their house or their own places, then he has brothers who do not love him and are not his friends or who have no use for him because what the malefics indicate is not complete.

Look from the third sign from the ascendent about the matter of brothers. If you find it [a sign] having two bodies, or its lord is in a sign having two bodies, then it indicates [that] the brothers are mixed [in their parentage], sons of concubines, [born] from his father and his mother and others than them. Look in the matter of brothers as I told you: Saturn and the Sun indicate older brothers, Jupiter and Mars indicate middling ones, Mercury younger ones, the Moon older sisters, and Venus younger sisters.

Look in the matter of brothers from Mars. If you find the first and second lords of the triplicity of Mars in a bad place, it indicates a small number of brothers. If you find one of the two in a good place and the other in a bad place, then he has brothers, but it is inevitable that he will see their death.

---

p.181] It is the nativity of a man when midheaven is Taurus, in which are the Sun, the Moon, Saturn, Mercury and the lot of brothers, and Mars is in Gemini, Jupiter is in Aquarius, and its ascendent is Leo. The indicator[s] of the matter of brothers are Saturn and Mercury because they are the lords of the triplicity of Mars. Because they both happen to be above the earth you count from them to the ascendant, but if they were below the earth you would count from the ascendant to them. Thereupon you predict that the native will have five brothers because from Taurus, in which are the two lords of Mars’ triplicity, to Leo, which is the ascendent, are three signs and [one] sign having two bodies; so this [makes] five. But if you did not find both of them in one sign, it would be necessary for you to separate them. Whichever of the two is eastern and in a strong place, count [from it]; but if both of them are in
the same strength, then the first is the better, and so on. Predict to whoever asks you about the like of this nativity which I mentioned to you: the lot of brothers is in midheaven, and because the sign is feminine and Saturn is in it his sister will die, and because the Sun [is in it] then also because of this a brother who is older than he will die, and because Mercury is there another who is the youngest of them will die, but what is equal to this [i.e. its full effect] will be rejected because Jupiter aspects this place.

There are some experts who consider in a diurnal nativity how many planets are above the earth, in a nocturnal how many below the earth, then in accordance with that number they predict the [number of] brothers. If Jupiter aspects the Moon from right trine and the lot of brothers is with Jupiter, then it indicates that he has brothers older than he is. If you find the Sun aspecting the Moon in [a case] like this, then it indicates brothers who are older than he is. If you find Mercury in the ascendant, then predict that he has no brothers older than he is, and if there were, they are dead. If you find he Moon leaving Saturn, especially by night, then predict that he will have no benefit from his brothers who are before him because they will die, but a reputation of eminence will remain for them. If the Moon leaves Mars, it indicates [something] like this. If it leaves Venus, then he has a sister older than he is, and he will love the acts of Venus, and in old age he will be better with respect to his property and his medical treatment than he was in his youth. If the Moon leaves Mercury, then this native is not older than his brothers, and he is gentle, …

Look concerning the matter of fortune, then there is no good in this with respect to brothers. If you find Mars and Saturn in the ascendant or midheaven or either what follows the ascendent or [what follows] the tenth, then this is the worst thing in the matter of brothers as sometimes he will see concerning them [things] like this: he will have no brothers, or whatever of them he does have will not survive or will be enemies, each one of them to his companion. If you find Mars in the twelfth or in the cardine under the earth or in the cardine, the seventh [place], then there is no good in the matter of brothers, especially if you find the lord of the ascendent or the lord of the Moon with Mars or Mars aspecting Mercury. It is worse than this if Mars in a nativity like this is the lord of the ascendent or of the Moon as this indicates the enmity of some of the brothers to others. But if Mars is in the place of Mercury or aspects it, then a quarrel will occur between the brothers until they bequeath this terrible quarrel [to their heirs] and it will come to be a momentous affair, especially if Mars aspects the Moon or Mars aspects the lot of brothers.

If you wish to know what benefit will be his from brothers or what loss will be his from them, then look at the lot of fortune. If you find the lot of fortune and the lot of brothers together, then he will benefit from his brothers and, if they die, he will inherit their properties. If you also find the lord of the lot of fortune with the lot of brothers or the lord of the lot of brothers [at the same time] the lord of the third from the ascendent [and] with the lot of fortune, then similarly it indicates benefit from them.

Look concerning one who will see the death of his brothers, look at these two lots, and count from the degree of the lot to the degree to, which Saturn casts its rays in quartile or opposition or presence, as according to this the native will see the death of his brothers, especially if Mars aspects or is stationary in this place. If it is stationary, then it is a calamity, and worse than this if Jupiter does not aspect if Saturn and Mars in the place of the lot aspect Mercury, it indicates the death of his younger brothers, but if it is Venus [that they aspect], then females [i.e., sisters]; all this is according to this manner.

A chapter. Knowledge of the matter of the fortune of the native and property and his illness.

Look concerning the matter of fortune and property and what is the utmost limit of this fortune and its stages in rising up. If the nativity is diurnal then look at the Sun and the lords of its triplicity, if it is nocturnal then look at the Moon and the lords of its triplicity. If you find the first and second lords of the triplicity, both of them together or each one of them separately, in a good place, then his condition will not cease from the beginning of his age to the end of his life to be in excellence and elevation and wealth. If you find the first lord of the triplicity in a good place and the second in a bad
place, then his condition will be better in the beginning of his age, but will degenerate at the end of his life. If you find the first in a bad place and the second in a good place, then it indicates middling good in his life, but this will not last in him so that it will abate. But if I the second lord of the triplicity is under the earth or in a bad place and the first is in a good place, then some misfortunes reach him and he does not have every desire, but some forbearance against calamity and grief and loss in livelihood is inevitably his. If you find both of these [lords] in cadents in it [the nativity], then this will not cease being in misery and poverty, especially if the malefics aspect these two from quartile or opposition and the malefics are in cardines; whoever is thus will not find bread to fill his belly or clothes in which to clothe himself. If you find the lord of the triplicity under the fays of the Sun and in the place of Saturn, then whatever of good it indicates is not stable, and his property will not increase, and he will be more learned in meditation than he is in work.

[I.23] A chapter. Knowledge of division of the planets with regard to good and evil

If you find Jupiter in a bad nativity in a cardine, then it will drive off the evil for twelve years, but if it is in what follows a cardine, then it will obstruct the calamity until it reaches a sign in which Jupiter indicates calamity. Venus will obstruct [evil] for eight years if it is in a cardine. Saturn will obstruct [evil] for thirty years if it is in a cardine and dominant in that nativity (and its dominance is when by day it is lord of the Sun's triplicity or by night the lord of the Moon's triplicity), but if it does have these credentials it is not beneficial. Mercury will obstruct [the evil] in a nativity like this for twenty years if it ...

p.184] is in a cardine and it has a share in the nativity like what I told you with regard to Saturn. Mars will obstruct [the evil] for fifteen years if it is thus. If the Sun in a diurnal nativity is in a cardine or in its own triplicity, it will drive off the evil for nineteen years, but this will not happen to it [the Sun] in a nocturnal nativity. If the Moon is in a cardine which is a feminine sign, it will drive off the evil for twenty five years, but in masculine signs for twenty-five months.

[I.24] A chapter. In it are judgments concerning the matter of fortune and property in nativities.

Now I will cause to pass by you [in review] the things in which I showed you [what to do] if you wish to judge the nativity with regard to property and fortune. A native was born when the ascendent was Gemini and the positions of its [the nativity's] planets in the sphere were according to this diagram.
The nativity was nocturnal, and I found the first planets in the matter of fortune to be Mars and Venus because they are the lords of the triplicity of the sign in which the Moon is; and both of them are in cadents so that this man should be needy, poor, not finding his daily bread, miserable. And this was in him more evident than what I told you.

This nativity was diurnal, and Aries was becoming visible at that hour in the East from out of the depths of the sea, and the lord of the Sun's triplicity was Saturn, then Mercury. Saturn was in what follows the cardine of the West and Mercury in what follows the cardine of midheaven, which is the place of fortune, so that the native should be wealthy, rich, powerful in business affairs, great in property, seizing eminence and fortune and increasing in them.

This nativity was diurnal, and the first lord of the [Sun's] triplicity is the Sun, the second Jupiter, and both of these are in cardines in their own exaltations, so that the native should be praised with the praise of kings and nobles and wealthy men. Because Saturn is the third lord of the triplicity and is cadent from a cardine and Jupiter aspects it in its [Jupiter's] house from trine, so for that reason he will be praised with the praise of kings.
Another nativity: its ascendent rising up from the earth is Scorpio, and the nativity is nocturnal, and the positions of the planets are according to what is in the diagram. The lord of the Moon’s triplicity is Mars, then Venus, then the Moon. Because the three of them are in cardine[s] this man is mighty in eminence, powerful in leadership so that crowns of gold and silver are placed on him and he is praised.

This is a second nocturnal nativity, and the first lord of the triplicity of the Moon is Mercury, the second Saturn. Because both of these are in a cadent in the vicinity of [the cardine] under the earth, the man will be needy with respect to property. But because Jupiter is the ruler of part of this nativity and is with the Moon in a cardine, he will have the closest thing to living out [his] days in poverty except that he will have the danger of the hand of misfortune.
This nativity is diurnal, and the ascendent is Gemini, and the Sun in this nativity is the first lord of its own triplicity, Jupiter the second, and Saturn the third, and the three of them are in a good place. This man will abound in gold and silver except that his end is evil because the lord of the triplicity of [the cardine] under the earth, from which the matter of the end and the situation of death are known, is Venus, and Venus in this nativity is cadent in the sign of calamity.

This nativity is nocturnal; so I looked at the two lords of the triplicity of the Moon, and I found the first of them to be Mercury, then Saturn, and both of them were in a cadent. Mars indicates the loss of the property of his father and its dispersal in [all] directions, and the lords of the triplicity which are in a cadent indicate poverty and indigence, and he will be beseeching all his days, but he will eat in misery. All this is from what Mercury and Saturn indicate, but since Jupiter and Venus are in cardines they indicate that he will be of noble lineage, but that he will be brought up and will grow up in houses of slavery, and he will curry favor with [his] brothers and nobles and will become acquainted [with them], but he will fail because of the evil effect of the lords of the Moon's triplicity. If you look concerning something like what I told you a bout this [any] error will be evident to you, if God - He is exalted! - wishes.

Know that the best of things with regard to fortune is that the lord of the triplicity of the luminary be in a good place with the Moon or in opposition to it or quartile or trine. If you find the lord of the triplicity not aspected the ascendent nor the Moon nor the shining luminary and the lord of the sign in which the luminary is also thus, then let this be a bad indication for that native. If Jupiter and Venus and Mercury are not in these places, then this is more harmful and worse, because this indicates also that he will not long survive, especially if Saturn or Mars is in this place. But if then there is a benefic which is in its [own] house or exaltation or triplicity and is not under the rays [of the Sun] or retrograde, and the lord of [its] triplicity aspects the ascendent but does not aspect the Moon, then this native is middling in [his] livelihood, [and] good and evil are mixed together in him.

It is also necessary for you to look at the lord of the ascendent and the lord of midheaven and the lord of the house of property, which is the second place from the ascendent. If you find these in their places with benefics and they are not malefics, and you find them in cardines or in what follows cardines, then predict that the native will possess fortune, eminence, commendation, praise, and a good livelihood. But if those which I mentioned are not all of them in good places nor all in a bad place, then the native is middling in [his] livelihood. If all of ...

p.190] them are in a cadent, then look at where are the lord of the seventh sign and the lord of the eighth sign and the lord of the eleventh sign, which is the sign of fortune, and the lord of the fifth sign and the lord of the cardine, the fourth. If you find these also leaving the cardines, [being] in cadents, [and] not aspected the Moon by night nor the Sun by day, then this native will be needing nourishment for his belly, and it will be worse for him if a malefic is in one of the cardines.


Now I will show you the magnitude of fortune and property. Look at the lord of the triplicity of the sign in which is the shining luminary. If you find it in one of these four cardines in [such a way] that there are fifteen degrees [or less] between it and the cardine, then predict about him that he will be most perfect in fortune and property. If it is in the second fifteen degrees, then predict concerning him the second fortune, which is what is available of what I told you in the beginning, as the nearer it is to the degree of the cardine, the higher it is for his rank in eminence and fortune. If that planet which is the lord of the triplicity of the shining [luminary] is in the third fifteen degrees, then the owner of this nativity will not be known, but according to this he will be middling in property and fortune. If you find the lord of the triplicity after these degrees until it reaches the next cardine, then the natives will be needy [and] miserable. But you should have these degrees in [the rising-times of] the ascendants because degrees are equal, thirty [to a sign], but the ascendants are not equal because some of them are crooked and some straight. And the crooked ones are quicker in rising, the straight ones slower in rising; and their rising times in every region and clime is not the same because the region of the vicinity of the North is long and square while the vicinity of the South is low [and] excessive[?]. If you find the lord of the triplicity of the Sun by day in a bad place and the lords of the triplicity of the Moon by night in a good place contrary to that, then there is no good in the native if it is thus, but according to this there was almost good and pleasure for him in property so that, if he thinks that his affair has drawn near, it will not increase according to this, but there was a destiny by which he is rules in himself.

If you find the lords of both luminaries in a bad place, then look at the lot of fortune as on account of it there is a change in some of these ...

p.191] methods because it indicates the condition of the wealthy, those in the middle, and the poor. [For him] whose birth is in the day count from the Sun to the Moon and add to it the degrees of the ascendent, and in a nocturnal nativity the opposite of this. Then look at where it is located, whether its place is good or bad, what benefics or malefics aspect it, which is its lord and where it is. If he who possesses reason and discernment and who is not perplexed in science looks concerning this, he will know it lucidly and clearly.
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If the lord of the lot aspects the lot from a bad place, then there is no good for the native; and similarly if you find its lord in a cadent [whether] aspecting it or not aspecting it. If the lot and its lord are thus in the sixth or twelfth or the malefics aspect [them] or [they are] under the rays of the Sun, then they have no power and no efficacy. If by day Mars is with the lord of the lot of fortune or aspects it from quartile or opposition, then there is no good in it. If its lord does not aspect it, but the lord of the lot is in the sign of fortune or the fifth, then there is born because of this [one who is] happy and wealthy, especially if it does aspect the lot. If you find the lord of the lot of fortune under the rays of the Sun, then it has no power to grant good. The best that is [possible] is if Saturn witnesses the lord of the lot of fortune in aspect, and it witnesses Jupiter or the Sun by day, and by night it witnesses Mars or Venus or the Moon or Mercury; everything one considers will be good. The best that is [possible] is if the lord of the lot of fortune is in its house or triplicity or exaltation or term. If you find the lord of the lot of fortune in a cadent, and Venus and Jupiter in [what is] like this, then let this be a harmful indication in which will be born none except people of contempt; and it is worse for this if the Moon does not aspect the benefics. If with this the malefics are in cardine[s] or in what follows a cardine, then the native will fall upon misfortunes and he will be injured according to that. If you find the lord of the lot injured, but the benefics in a good place witnessing it and the ascendant and the Moon, and the benefics are eastern, then he is middling with respect to property and livelihood because Jupiter, if it is in a good place, always indicates that the native attains good from nobles and mighty people and from well known work, and he will acquire property for this reason, and if Venus is in a place like this it indicates benefit because of women, and if Mercury is in this place it indicates benefit because of commerce and science and calculation, ...

p.192] and if Mercury and Jupiter are mixed together he will be a confidant with kings and bands [of people]. If the lord of the lot is in a known good place and with this the benefics aspect it in good places without the aspect of the malefics, then this native will be one of the kings and the free-born, greedy for righteousness, and he will be one of the mighty nobles. But if the power of the planets and the lord of the lot is as we said, but the malefics are witnessing them, then the native will fall from his fortune. He for whom the malefics are in cardines and the benefics in what follow cardines and he whose Moon turns away from the malefics and comes into conjunction with the benefics, these will be at the beginning of their life despised [and] in disgrace, then they will attain property and fortune and joy. If you find [that] the benefics have ameliorated the ascendant and the midheaven, but you find the malefics in the seventh without the aspect of the benefics, then the native will be well known [and] good in [his] condition, [but] then he will fall from his fortune and his property quickly. If you find the lot of fortune in a bad place, or the malefics aspecting [it] in conjunction with it or opposition to it or in its quartile, or its lord not aspecting it or being western without light, or its lord being in a bad place or in its dejection, not aspecting the Moon by night or the Sun by day, while the benefics do not aspect it [the lord], then judge for him [the native] calamity and misfortune in [his] condition, especially if the lord of the triplicity of the shining luminary is in this kind of position.

If you find Saturn or Mars in a sign of property, especially if it is in the sign of property which is the second from the ascendent, then it indicates a fall from property and status unless [these] two are in their portions [sects] (the portion of Mars is the night, the portion of Saturn the day). The malefics indicate similarly if they are in the cardine of the earth, and their destructiveness is worse if one of them is in opposition to the other without the aspect of Jupiter because this indicates flight or a terrible death and a hard fall. If you find Mars in what follows the cardine of midheaven, then know that the native will fall from his property because this place, the eleventh, if a malefic is in it, indicates destruction and weakness, but if a benefic is [in it], it indicates the acquisition of property unexpectedly. If you find the lot of fortune in the term[s] of the benefics and a good place and the aspect of the benefics, then that native will acquire property from his ...

p.193] own property in affluence. If you find the first lord of the triplicity of the lot of fortune not aspecting the lot, but the second is aspecting [it], then some of the native's property will be squandered and some will remain; If both of them are not aspecting the lot, but the benefics do
aspect it, then he has a good livelihood from strangers together with praise and commendation, but if a benefic and a malefic aspect it, then his livelihood is a mixture of good and bad. If in a diurnal nativity diurnal planets aspect the lot or in a nocturnal [nativity] nocturnal planets, then this is a good testimony with regard to fortune and property, but if they are different from what I said then his livelihood is difficult and he will attain property after delay and despair.

[I.27] A chapter. The decline of status and disaster.

If you find Saturn with the Moon in one of the cardines, then, even if he is the son of a king, it indicates his fall from fortune and property. If with this Mars aspects [them], it will be a disaster. If Jupiter is with them in a cardine, then his property and his fortune will remain for some time, but after that will decline, even if Jupiter is aspecting.

I instruct you to look at the sign which is the second place from the ascendent. If you find a malefic in it or in opposition or quartile to it, then judge a decline in property and livelihood. If Venus is the lord of that place, then predict that that is a disaster, and there will be a fall from his reputation among women. If Mercury is its lord, then the disaster which occurs will be because of a book or calculation. If Jupiter is its lord, then the disaster [will be] because of a man, a noble, or the wrath of kings, or because of the action of the government or his city. If this house is the house of Mars, then it will be because of violent acts or . . . or anger or thieves or the burning of fire or [something] like this because this is its nature. If the house is the house of Saturn, then his disaster will be from mature men and slaves or from one who is freed [or] from one who has no commendation or praise or from one whose life revolves in misery and misfortune, or with respect to a building or from a house of burial this disaster occurs. If you find this place [to be] the house of the Sun, which is Leo, then the disaster will be because of [his] fathers or his fathers' women or his mother's husbands, or with respect to a debt or to money which he has borrowed. If this sign is the house of the Moon, which is Cancer, ...

p.194] [and the Moon] is not in a good place, then the disaster will be because of [his] mothers or his mother's relatives, or disaster will be his [because of] his father's wives.

Look at the kinds of signs - tropical or fixed or possessing two bodies, or of the kinds [which are] of water [or of] air or possessing four legs or similar to humans or terrestrial - or [whether] its lord is a malefic or a benefic because it is bad if the lord of the second house is in a bad place and is a malefic, but if it is a benefic and is in a bad place, then he [the native] is middling with respect to [his] livelihood. If it is a benefic and it is in a good place, but the malefics aspect [it] as you found [it], then sometimes the misery will be diminished. If the lord of this place is in a bad place, it also harms his place, or [if] malefics other than it [the lord] aspect [it] or are in it. So these [men] are always anxious about [their] livelihood and have little joy, [but are] filled with grief and misery and misfortune and calamity, and they seek everything in misery and suffering and little profit, so that [even] if it is the nativity of a king, his money will be spent on inferior thing[s].

Look also at the Moon, as, if you find, together with what I mentioned of the goodness of the second place, the Moon in a good place aspecting the second place, increasing in its number[s] and its light, in trine with the Sun, and Mars does not aspect it, then it indicates that he is well known, mighty in his leadership and work in cities and the service of kings; a confidant of them, [and] influential because of this. But if what I mentioned is as I mentioned while the Moon is decreasing, then this will decrease him, and they will not present his management in a favorable light nor will they have praise for him.

Look which is the lord of the second, then count from it to the second place [and add it to the degree of the ascendent] as from [that] place the matter of livelihood will be made clear to you. If you look concerning its condition and the condition of its lord and the aspects of these two, they will show you the condition of [his] livelihood. If its lord is in a good place and the benefics witness it, then predict good in him. If the lord of that place is a malefic and aspects another malefic or is with it, then it indicates great misery in his livelihood. If the lord of this place is a benefic and it is favorable in a cardine in its own place, then he will be wealthy [and] rich. If it is western but will rise …

p.195] in seven [days], then he will be rich, but will have no fame and not everyone will know of his wealth.
See which planet is found in the lot. If you find the lot of property in a good place and its lord also in [something] like this [and] eastern, then what it indicates will last for a long time. But if the lord of the lot of property is in a good place but under the rays of the Sun, then what the lot indicates will not remain except for a little while. If you find the Jot in a bad place, then his condition will have no rise and no conclusion.

If you find the planets retrograde in a nativity in which the planets are strong, then he will be distressed, a coward. If it is thus in a bad nativity, then his condition [tends] toward deterioration.

Also know the lot of livelihood. If you find Jupiter in a cardine or what follows a cardine, then your saying that he will be brought up will become clear. If there are some malefics in his nativity, they indicate hardship. If a malefic aspects it or the planets indicate his loss, then they indicate misery in his nativity and that he will leave his parents; and so also is the judgment about him. But even if he leaves his parents as the planets indicate, yet he will inherit their property because in bad nativities if Jupiter is in such a place, the injury becomes insignificant and the misfortunes dissolve; even if he does not attain a good livelihood, yet he will achieve something because of the position of Jupiter. Similarly if Venus is in a cardine or what follows a cardine, except that its strength is not the equal of Jupiter’s strength save in the matter of women, then there will be seen for him because of these two participation in livelihood and pleasure. If these two benefics which I mentioned to you are in strength from their place[s], they indicate good and beauty in cities and groups of men because many are his acquaintances and friends, and sometimes his enemy will turn to agreeing with him so that they will become friends with him, especially if these two planets are in their places aspecting the Sun by day and the Moon by night in trine, because this increases their strength and their efficacy and their steadfastness. If you find Mars, the mur[derous] one, or Saturn, the destroyer, in what is near those places in which I mentioned that Jupiter and Venus were, then they indicate the severance of [his] upbringing, and that, even if the work of the native is good among men, all will not be grateful to him nor will they praise him, but one whom he did not harm in anything will treat him ...

As an enemy until he shall see from the generality of men grief and sorrow. If he is a king, then his people and his city will be destroyed for him and will fall into discord and quarrel[s] and necessity. Similarly predict in the case of middling and inferior nativities because the sons of his paternal uncle and his kinfolk will treat him as an enemy, and he also will not love anyone of them. If you find Saturn in this place, then this native will be reflective and anxious, ugly, malicious, [and] haughty to himself and to those who mingle with him. But if it is Mars, it indicates insolence and that he is a laborer insignificant in his thought and reflection, but Saturn or Mars is less harmful if Jupiter or Venus aspects it. See, when a native is born, which [planet] will reach the ascendent after his birth or the place of the Moon, as from this planet the matter of fortune and his property and what its extent is will be clear to you.

I.28 A chapter. Knowledge of masculine and feminine signs, eastern and western, and diurnal and nocturnal.

Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius are masculine, eastern, [and] diurnal; their lord by day is the Sun, by night Jupiter, and the associate of these two is Saturn. Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn are feminine, northern, [and] nocturnal; their lord by day is Venus, by night the Moon, and the associate of these two is Mars, while Mercury has a share in Virgo. Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius are western, diurnal, [and] masculine; their lord by day is Saturn, by night Mercury, and the associate of these two is Jupiter. Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces are feminine, nocturnal, [and] southern; their lord by day is Venus, by night Mars, and the associate of these two is the Moon.

The first book is finished. Praise to God, the grantor of fortune to whom He wishes of His servants because of his excellence, and Who removes misfortune from whom He wishes of His servants because of his faith, and Who is generous, beneficent, just, [and] compassionate. May His blessing be upon His prophets whom He has chosen and [upon] all of His messengers.

End of Book One
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